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Abstract

This paper describes the open Novamag database that has been developed for

the design of novel Rare-Earth free/lean permanent magnets. The database soft-

ware technologies, its friendly graphical user interface, advanced search tools and

available data are explained in detail. Following the philosophy and standards

of Materials Genome Initiative, it contains significant results of novel magnetic

phases with high magnetocrystalline anisotropy obtained by three computa-

tional high-throughput screening approaches based on a crystal structure pre-

diction method using an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm, tetragonally distortion

of cubic phases and tuning known phases by doping. Additionally, it also in-

cludes theoretical and experimental data about fundamental magnetic material

properties such as magnetic moments, magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy,
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exchange parameters, Curie temperature, domain wall width, exchange stiff-

ness, coercivity and maximum energy product, that can be used in the study

and design of new promising high-performance Rare-Earth free/lean permanent

magnets. The results therein contained might provide some insights into the

ongoing debate about the theoretical performance limits beyond Rare-Earth

based magnets. Finally, some general strategies are discussed to design possible

experimental routes for exploring most promising theoretical novel materials

found in the database.

Keywords: Database, magnetic materials, permanent magnets, Materials

Genome Initiative, High-throughput, VASP, Computer simulation,

NOVAMAG

1. Introduction

Permanent magnets (PMs) are materials with an internal structure capable

of creating an external magnetic field by themselves. Nowadays, these materials

play an important role in critical sectors of our advanced society as transport, en-

ergy, information and communications technology [1]. The magnetic field source

given by PMs is widely used in many technological applications, e.g. for inducing

mechanical motion in electric motors, making sound in loudspeakers, generating

electrical energy in wind turbines, data storage in computer engineering, mag-

netic resonance imaging in healthcare industry, holding, oil dewaxing, etc [2, 3].

In many of these technologies, most efficient designs are frequently achieved us-

ing PMs. For instance, the omission of gearboxes in wind turbines based on PM

generators considerably reduces maintenance, service costs and overall material

utilization [4]. Similarly, PM-based motors have many advantages compared to

internal combustion engines including high efficiency, compact size, light weight,

and high torque [1].

At macroscopic scale, a magnet is described by extrinsic properties that

are deduced from the hysteresis loop and determine its performance. These

properties are the maximum energy product (BH)max (related to the maxi-
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mum magnetostatic energy stored and obtained from the second quadrant of

the B(H) hysteresis loop), saturation magnetization Ms (total magnetization

that is achieved in a strong external magnetic field H that aligns all magnetic

domains), remanence Mr (net magnetization after H is removed) and coerciv-

ity Hc (magnetic field that reverses a half of the magnetization reducing the

overall magnetization to zero, it determines the ”resistance” against demagne-

tization by external magnetic fields). The larger (BH)max, the smaller amount

of material is needed to generate a required magnetic field strength, so high

values of (BH)max are desired. Energy product and coercivity depend on the

magnet’s shape due to its own demagnetizing field. The theoretical upper limit

of energy product (BH)max = µ0M
2
r /4, where µ0 is vacuum permeability, can

be ideally reached for a magnet shape with demagnetizing factor D = 0.5 and

Hc > Mr/2 [5]. Extrinsic properties also depend on temperature, in fact they

typically decrease as temperature increases, reducing the magnet’s performance,

especially close to the Curie temperature TC (i.e. ferromagnetic-paramagenetic

transition).

The macroscopic behavior is tightly linked to the microscopic properties

called intrinsic. Main magnetic intrinsic properties are atomic magnetic mo-

ment µat (the magnetic moment per volume gives the maximum theoretical

Ms), exchange interactions Jij (which determine the magnetic order and TC)

and magnetocrystalline anisotropy K1 (that can enhance Hc and it is indis-

pensable in modern magnets to get Hc > Mr/2)[6]. PMs should have high

atomic mangetic moments per volume (> 0.1µB/Å
3), strong ferromangetic ex-

change interactions (able to give TC > 600 K) and high easy axis magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy (K1 > 1 MJ/m3) in order to exhibit good extrinsic properties

suitable for PM applcations. In particular, magnetic materials with hardness

parameter κ =
√
K1/(µ0M2

s ) > 1 (called ”hard” magnets) are very valuable

since can be used to make efficient magnets of any shape [6]. At mesoscopic

scale, intergranular structure between the grains and crystallographic defects

can strongly affect the performance of a magnet [7]. Therefore, the optimization

of the material’s microstructure is also very important in the design and devel-
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opment of PMs, especially to approach the theoretical upper limit of (BH)max.

Presently, a magnetic material needs to have quite demanding extrinsic prop-

erties in order to be considered as a high-performance PM. Desirable values

might be µ0Ms > 1 T, µ0Hc >1 T and (BH)max > 200 kJ/m3, with cost lower

than 100 $/kg [8], but it really depends on the specific application [1]. Develop-

ing new magnets that fulfill these criteria is quite difficult. For example, it took

around 1 century to go from modest Co-steel magnets with (BH)max=6 kJ/m3

(old fashioned horseshoe shape) to current Rare-Earth (RE) based magnets like

sintered Nd2Fe14B with (BH)max=470 kJ/m3, which is close to its theoretical

upper limit 515 kJ/m3. Note also that (BH)max has not improved much in the

past 20 years. The great performance of RE-based PMs makes them essential

in many technological applications, leading to a strong dependency on expen-

sive RE elements like Nd, Sm or Dy that are monopolized by China’s market.

This situation has forced PM industry to search for other viable alternatives

based on RE-free PMs as MnAl(C) τ -phase, FeNi L10, non-cubic FeCo alloys,

MnBi, α′′-Fe16N2, exchange spring PM, etc, and also on RE-lean PMs as NdFe12

[9, 10, 11].

Aiming to find new clues, the experimental exploration of new PMs begins

to be assisted and guided by computational approaches thanks to their advances

in calculation speed, accuracy and reliability [12, 13]. In 2011, USA launched

the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) alongside the Advanced Manufacturing

Partnership to help businesses discover, develop, and deploy new materials twice

as fast [14, 15]. As a result, large open material databases, like AFLOW [16, 17]

and Materials Project [18, 19], have been created, providing a powerful tool for

discovering and designing novel materials through machine learning and data

mining techniques [20, 21]. In Europe, NOMAD repository [22] was established

to host, organize, and share materials data. At present, NOMAD contains

ab-initio electronic structure data from Density Functional Theory (DFT) and

methods beyond. Some examples of material properties that have been calcu-

lated by high-throughput computational approach are elasticity [23], piezoelec-

tricity [24] and electrolytics [25]. A review of some material databases can be
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found in Ref. [26]. Concerning to magnetic materials, we highlight the MAG-

NDATA database [27], that provides more than 500 published commensurate

and incommensurate magnetic structures, and MagneticMaterials.org, an online

repository of auto-generated magnetic materials databases that makes use of the

ChemDataExtractor toolkit to extract magnetic properties automatically from

scientific journal articles and theses, e.g. recently an auto-generated materials

database of TC has been created using this approach [28].

Current databases based on MGI like AFLOW or Materials Project provide

information of atomic magnetic moment, but other relevant magnetic properties

are missing, like magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE), exchange inte-

grals, TC , coercivity, energy product, etc which are needed for screening and

discovering new high-performance Rare-Earth free/lean PMs. In this work, we

describe the Novamag database which aims to complement and extend these

databases for the case of PMs by making publicly available many theoretical

and experimental results of magnetic materials studied in the H2020 European

project Novamag [29, 30]. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains

the software technologies used in the development of the database, while Section

3 gives a detailed tutorial on how to use it. Next, Section 4 shows a general

overview of the available data and the methods used to obtain them. In Section

5, we discuss about possible ways to take advantage of Novamag database for

exploring the novel promising phases uploaded into it. Finally, this paper ends

with a summary of the main conclusions.

2. Methodology

In this section the technologies involved in the development of Novamag

database are described. One mandatory requirement present in each decision in

the design and implementation of this database is that every component has to

be free and widely supported by the community. The application consists of two

main modules: i) a web application that uses Phyton ecosystem technologies

to show and search the materials and their related information and ii) a data
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loader application that uses Java ecosystem technologies to insert new items in

the database (i.e., NOVAMAG Java Loader Application). These new items are

in JSON format. Fig. 1 shows the general workflow of the Novamag database.

Both developments are publicly available in two GitHub projects. The Web

Application is in Ref. [31], while the Java data loader project is in Ref. [32].

These applications share the same PostgreSQL database [33]. PostgreSQL is

the chosen database management system because the following reasons:

• The database schema and data items relationships are simple enough to

be represented by a relational system. In fact, the schema consists of

a main table (i.e., items) containing almost all information about the

materials, and a very small set of tables containing information about

chemical composition, attached files, and authors.

• Relational databases are the most extended database systems, and Post-

greSQL is one of the most popular. PostgreSQL is an open source database.

It has a graphic easy-to-use administration interface and advanced fea-

tures that are used in the project (i.e., it supports JSON data, triggers,

stored procedures and functions). PostgreSQL presents a high level of

conformance to SQL standard ANSI/ISO specifications.

The open Novamag database has a Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)

licensing and the link to access it is given by Ref. [30].

2.1. The Novamag Java Loader Application

This application is a utility that can read JSON files containing information

about one or several materials and load it into the database. The JSON file

can reference some attached files, which are supposed to be located in the same

path as the JSON file. The application also can cope with zip files containing a

subdirectories tree. This subdirectory tree can contain several JSON files and

their attached files. Again, the attached files of a JSON file must be located in

the same path as the JSON file.
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Figure 1: Workflow of the Novamag database.

The loader application is invoked by the database administrator from the

operative system command line specifying the path of the JSON or ZIP file as

a command line argument. Because it is a Java application, it can be invoked

both within Unix or Windows operative systems. If remote execution for the

database administrator is needed, FTP with SSH for Unix, or a Windows re-

mote terminal for Windows, can be used. JSON format was adopted because

the data is presented in form of aggregation. An item can contain several file

references, some arrays like the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, or some

more complex structures like the atomic positions. XML and JSON are the

most extended solutions for this level of complexity in the data representation.

XML is a much heavier format than JSON, therefore JSON was considered as

the best choice. Presently, efforts are being made to develop a common format

for Computational Materials Science Data based on JSON file [22, 34].

Nowadays, Java is one of the most widespread programming languages.

Given that the Loader Application source code is free and available for the
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community, a very popular language was needed. Application portability for

Linux and Windows without recompilation is another issue that was taken into

account when Java was chosen. Java is an Object Oriented language. It is very

mature and has a lot of libraries and resources. Once Java was chosen for the

development of the loader, many of the rest of technologies were determined by

such election (i.e., JDBC, JNDI and JUnit).

A logger was used to record the messages the application throws into a log

file. Some messages can be eventual error messages, and some others can be

confirmations that everything was performed properly. Apache Log4j is one of

the most extended loggers for Java, Log4j2 is its newest version. It is a software

from Apache Foundation, so its support over the next years is guaranteed. Even

being Log4j a very popular logger, SLF4J was used as facade increasing the

compatibility with other loggers. That is, the Java loader program only interacts

with SLF4J. Then SLF4J receives the Java loader program invocations and

translate them into Log4 invocations. In this way, the application does not

depend on Log4j and can work in the future with any other logger supported

by SLF4J.

Finally, Eclipse was adopted as IDE (Integrated Development Environment)

because it is probably the Java most extended IDE. The Mars version was the

newest version at the beginning of the development of this application.

2.2. The Novamag Web Application

The web application allows to query the information available from the pre-

vious importation process. It has been developed using a web framework named

Flask.

Flask is a microframework for Python based on Werkzeug and Jinja 2, and it

is BSD licensed. Python is one of the language with greatest growing in the last

years, as can be consulted in the Tiobe Ranking (see Ref. [35]). Their features

make it one of the most powerful programming languages including structured,

object-oriented and functional paradigm. On the other hand, the Flask and

Python architecture, allows adding new modules in the development in a very
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simple way.

The dynamic web pages are developed using the Model-View-Presenter de-

sign pattern using the following Python/Flask libraries:

• Werkzeug: collection of various utilities for Web Server Gateway Interface

(WSGI) applications and has become one of the most advanced WSGI

utility modules (Presenter). WSGI is a simple calling convention for web

servers to forward requests to web applications or frameworks written in

the Python programming language.

• Jinja 2: a modern and designer-friendly templating language for Python,

modelled after Djangos templates. It is fast, widely used and secure with

the optional sandboxed template execution environment (View).

• SQLAlchemy: is the Python SQL toolkit and Object Relational Mapper

that gives application developers the full power and flexibility of SQL. It

gives data access model with generated SQL from the persistent model in

the database (Model).

The web requests are processed by a Werkzeug class, that loads the data and

redirect the request to the appropriate Jinja2 template, that renders the HTML

dynamically using the previous data. The data are loaded using SQLAlchemy

code. All the SQL code is automatically generated from a persistent model

extracted from the PostgreSQL schema to Python code, using a tool named

sqlacodegen (see Ref. [36]). All the developed code follows this well-known

pattern, allowing an easy maintenance and evolution of the code in the future.

From the point of view of the web design, it has been loaded the Flask-

Bootstrap package. Bootstrap is an open source toolkit for developing with

HTML, CSS, and JS providing a standard and responsive web design. This

guarantees a correct and uniform visual design in all the web pages.

All this software has been developed using the PyCharm IDE (Integrated

Development Environment), version Professional 2017.3, built on November 28,

2017. The used technologies are all multi-platform, since the product has been
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Technology Role More information

PosgreSQL v9.2.3 Relational database to store data [33]

Python 3.0 Programming language used in Flask [37]

Flask 0.12.2 Microframewok to build dynamical webpages [38]

Flask-Bootstrap 3.3.7.1 Flask update for the design of the webpage [39]

Flask-SQLAlchemy 2.3 Flask update (Object-Relational Mapping) [40]

PgAdmin III Tool to control PostgresSQL [33]

Psql Console of PostgreSQL [33]

PyCharm 2017 2.3 Integrated development environment for Python [41]

JSON Input data format to import data into the database [42]

Java 8
Programming language used in the application to

import JSON data into PostgreSQL database
[43]

JDBC 3
API to program SQL insertions from Java into the

database in the data importation application
[44]

JNDI
Java Naming and Directory Interface to store database

connection settings in the data importation application
[45]

Apache Log4j2 Logger in the data importation Java application [46]

SLF4J
Simple Logging Faade for the data importation Java

application
[47]

JUnit 4
Testing framework for Java used in the data

importation application
[48]

GitHub
Version control repository used both for the Java

data importation application and for the web application
[49]

Eclipse Java Mars
Integrated development environment used in the

project for Java programming
[50]

Table 1: Summary of the main technologies used in Novamag database.

developed on Windows, but it is currently deployed and running on Linux. Table

1 provides a summary of the main technologies used in the Novamag database

and their role.

2.3. Uploading procedure

In the first stage of the database development, a set of theoretical and exper-

imental properties to be included in the database was agreed by the Novamag

consortium. Fig. 2 shows the full list of properties. These properties are clas-

sified into 5 categories following MGI standards and the Review of Material
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Modelling (RoMM) vocabulary: (i) chemistry, (ii) crystal, (iii) thermodynam-

ics, (iv) magnetics and (v) additional information.

Figure 2: List of theoretical and experimental properties included in Novamag database.

In order to deal and upload the large amount of data generated by compu-

tational high-throughput approaches (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2), we created an

automated transfer procedure using metadata JSON files written by bash script-

ing. Once the data is in JSON format it can be uploaded into the database by

the NOVAMAG Java Loader Application. A JSON file can contain information

of a solely material or of several materials. The attached files of these materials

must be allocated in the same path than the JSON file for the loading. The

NOVAMAG Java Loader needs several jar libraries that provide methods to

manage JSON format, JDBC database connectivity, JNDI services and logging.

If a large data upload is needed, then Java Loader Application can cope with

ZIP compressed files. The ZIP files can contain a sub-directory tree. In each

sub-directory new sub-directories or JSON files can be allocated.
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3. Graphical User Interface

A friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been developed to use and ex-

plore the Novamag database easily. Fig. 3 shows the home webpage of Novamag

database, which contains two search modes: i) standard and ii) advanced.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the home webpage of Novamag database GUI.

The standard mode allows to perform quick and general search through the

database by specifying the chemical name abbreviation[30]. For example, if one

wants to search for compounds with iron and nickel, then one should type ”Fe

& Ni” inside the box called ”Search” and then click on the button ”Submit”,

see Fig. 3. In this case, the system will show all available compounds that

contain the specified chemical elements. Additionally, one can search for specific

structures by typing the chemical formula, e.g. ”FeNi2”.

Alternatively, users can also perform advanced search by clicking on the

button Advanced Search [51], that is placed on the top of home webpage, see Fig.

3. Next, after doing that, it will appear the advanced search site, see Fig. 4. At

present, it allows to filter and screen compounds according to: Crystallographic

space group symmetry, saturation magnetization (Ms), first magnetocrystalline

anisotropy constant (K1), unit cell formation enthalpy, atomic species, species

count and stoichiometry.

These filters are very useful to identify promising materials for permanent

magnet development in a first screening stage. To this end, we recommend to
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the advanced search tool of Novamag database GUI.

select uniaxial space groups (from 75 to 194) because they might exhibit a well-

defined magnetocrystalline anisotropy easy axis, saturation magnetization above

1 Tesla, negative unit cell formation enthalpy (in order to reject very unstable

phases), atomic species like magnetic elements (Fe, Ni, Co) and non-Critical

Raw Materials (that could be light elements to induce tetragonal distortions

and phase stabilization like B, C, N, P, etc or/and transition metals with high

spin-orbit coupling as Ta, Hf, etc), species count (binaries, ternaries, etc) and

stoichiometry corresponding to Fe-rich compounds (with Fe content above 50 %

at.) to enhance saturation magnetization and Curie temperature. Additional

filters as Curie temperature, coercivity or maximum energy product can also

be useful in a second screening stage, and might be implemented in the future.

Some general search strategies through the database are discussed in Section 5.

Once the search settings are ready and submitted, then the list of items that

fulfill these criteria are presented, see Fig. 5. By default, items are sorted by

enthalpy of formation per atom, so that most stable phases for a given chemical

formula can be identified easily. In the list of items, it is shown some proper-

ties or fields of each compound in different columns like: material identification

number (Mat.Id), chemical formula, summary (data available of each item),

approach (theory or experiment), atomic formation enthalpy, space group, sat-
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Figure 5: Screenshot of Novamag database GUI showing the list of materials found in an

advanced search. Items are sorted by enthalpy of formation per atom, so that most stable

phases can be identified easily.

uration magnetization and first magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant.

In order to see more details of a compound that is in the list one should click

on the corresponding material identification number (called Mat.Id, at the first

column). Then, all available data of this compound will be shown, see Fig. 6.

On the left hand side of the name of each field or property, there is a small black

icon with label ”i”, by clicking on it one can see more information about the

definition and physical units of that property. Finally, material metadata files

like crystallographic information file (.CIF), JSON file used in the database to

upload it, CONTCAR (output file of VASP code that describes the relaxed unit

cell), figure of the unit in portable network graphics format (.png), etc can be

found and downloaded in section ”Additional information” (at the end of the

webpage of each material).

4. Material Data Available

This section gives a brief overview of the data available in Novamag database.

Additional theoretical and experimental contributions from the Novamag con-

sortium, not shown or mentioned here, are expected to be uploaded into the

database in the near future.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of Novamag database GUI showing material properties of a selected

item.

4.1. Theoretical structures calculated with an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm

One of the most important and difficult step in the computational high-

throughput technique for materials design is the prediction of new stable crys-

tal phases. Here, we make use of an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm (AGA) [52]

to explore the crystal phase space for many Rare-Earth-free/lean magnetic bi-

nary and ternary compounds. This task was computationally performed using

the software USPEX [53] combined with Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package

(VASP) [54, 55, 56]. USPEX uses as an input the number and type of ions to

be considered within the unit cell only. At the first step, a set of structures is

generated at random, by randomly choosing a crystal space group, correspond-

ing lattice vectors, and ion positions. These initial structures are far from their

equilibrium, thus performing a structure relaxation is required to estimate ac-

curately the energy of each one, which serves as a fitness criterion. A subset

of fitted structures is selected to generate a next generation of structures by

means of genetic operations (crossover and mutations). The process of random

generations of structures is performed also at each step to provide a diversity of

structures for each generation. The search for an optimal structure is performed

until no new best structures are generated for a certain number of generations

or the maximum number of generations is reached. We modified and opti-
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mized the interface between USPEX and VASP codes in order to improve the

performance of structural optimization as well as to perform calculations in a

high-throughput manner. [57, 58, 59]

Figure 7: Calculated formation enthalpy at zero-temperature for some low-energy Fe-Ge

metastable phases obtained in Novamag using AGA (red circle), and found in Material

databases: Materials Project (blue square) and AFLOW (green triangle). Blue line repre-

sents the enthalpy hull line.

In Novamag project, over 15,000 structures have been calculated with AGA

methodology, where we mainly explored Fe-rich binary and ternary compounds

without RE-elements. Typically, more than 100 of structures are calculated for

a given chemical formula. At the moment, only around 10-20 most stable phases

(i.e. with the lowest energy) per chemical formula are being uploaded to the

Novamag database. The formation enthalpy of these structures is calculated as

(binary phase)

∆HF (XaYb) = E(XaYb)− a · E(X)− b · E(Y ), (1)

where E(.) is the energy, a and b are the number of atoms of X and Y in the

formula unit XaYb, respectively. Fig. 7 presents calculated formation enthalpy
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at zero-temperature for some Fe-Ge metastable phases obtained in Novamag

using AGA, and found in MGI databases like Materials Project[18, 19] and

AFLOW[16, 17]. We see that AGA is able to find many structures close the

enthalpy hull line (blue line), reproducing and extending the data available in

other databases based on MGI.

The amount of generated data of each structure depends on the number of

atoms in unit cell and on the number of AGA generations. We may consider as

representative a compound with 12 atoms/unit cell, which may generate up to

100GB of data for 650 structures, or about 150MB/structure. We can estimate

the overall amount of generated data to be about 2TB, that are stored and

backed-up in office computers, external hard drives and Relational Database

(PosgreSQL). A back-up of all data is done every month.

4.2. High-throughput search for structures with high magnetocrystalline anisotropy

One of the key intrinsic properties of modern PMs is MAE because it can

greatly increase the coercivity. In this section, we discuss about three computa-

tional high-throughput strategies performed in the Novamag project for finding

magnetic structures with high easy-axis MAE.

4.2.1. Screening of metastable uniaxial phases from AGA and databases

Only a small amount of phases from the large set of theoretical uniaxial mag-

netic structures close the enthalpy hull line might exhibit a high easy-axis MAE.

Hence, a computational high-throughput approach is needed in order to analyze

them and be able to identify most promising ones. To this end, we devised a

script that controls the calculation of MAE in an automated way providing as

the input only the atomic position file. For each structure, calculations are per-

formed in several steps: full structural optimization (volume, cell and atomic

positions) with VASP standard precision, followed by more accurate calcula-

tions with optimal code parameters obtained for a set of representative known

permanent magnets. For the optimized structure, accurate charge density and

wave function are calculated for ferromagnetic arrangement of spins via collinear
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spin-polarized DFT calculations, which will serve as input for non-collinear spin

calculations (NCL) with spin-orbit coupling. NCL-calculations are performed

in a non-self-consistent manner for a set of polar and azimuthal angles. This

procedure is fed by the crystallographic data of Rare-Earth free/lean theoretical

structures predicted by AGA (section 4.1) and found in open material databases

that are previously screened according to space group (only uniaxial phases are

considered), formation enthalpy (<0) and saturation magnetization (&1T), see

Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Workflow of the high-throughput calculation of magnetocrystalline anisotropy en-

ergy developed in Novamag project for the discovery of high-performance Rare-Earth-free/lean

permanent magnets.

Once the energy of an uniaxial unit cell is calculated, constraining the atomic

magnetic moments at different polar angles θ, then first and second anisotropy

constants K1 and K2 are obtained by fitting the energy data to 2nd order func-

tion

E(θ) = K1 sin2 θ +K2 sin4 θ. (2)

A final procedure, written by bash scripting, was also prepared to upload the

large amount of generated data from this approach to the database automati-

cally. As an example, in Fig. 9 we show the high-throughput calculation of first

anisotropy constant K1 at T=0K as a function of polarization µ0Ms for some

theoretical uniaxial Fe-based binaries (Fe-X where X= Al, B, P and Hf) with

∆HF < 0 and easy axis, predicted by AGA in Novamag project and found in
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AFLOW database. We observe this approach is capable to reveal hidden RE-

free theoretical phases with hardness parameter κ =
√
K1/(µ0M2

s ) > 1, such

as hexagonal P-6m2 FeAl (κ = 2.6), and tetragonal I4/mmm structures Fe16B2

(κ = 1.1) and Fe4Hf2 (κ = 3.0). Many other Fe-based and Co-based binaries

have been calculated and uploaded following this methodology.

Figure 9: High-throughput calculation of first anisotropy constant K1 as a function of po-

larization µ0Ms for some theoretical uniaxial Fe-based binaries (Fe-X where X=Al, B, P

and Hf) with ∆HF < 0. The dashed lines correspond to magnetic hardness parameter

κ =
√
K1/(µ0M2

s ) for values κ =1 and 0.1. Hard magnetic materials (κ > 1) can be used to

make efficient magnets of any shape. Black symbols stand for some known hard phases [2].

4.2.2. Tetragonally distortion of cubic phases

Enlightened by the work of Burkert et. al. on tetragonal FeCo alloys, [60] we

have performed high throughput calculations on the tetragonally distorted cubic

magnetic materials to screen for candidates as permanent magnets, as shown in

Fig. 10. All the binary and ternary compounds with cubic structures including

one of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni from the Materials Project database [18, 19] are
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considered, where 1% compressive strain is applied to get the tetragonally dis-

torted structures under the constant volume approximation. There are quite a

few compounds showing large magnetocrystalline anisotropy induced by the im-

posed tetragonal distortions. For instance, Mn3Pt shows an anisotropy as large

as |K1| =6.8 MJ/m3, and Mn2RhPt with an anisotropy of |K1| =2.8 MJ/m3.

Concerning the sign of K1, it is noted that compressive and tensile strain will

lead to opposite magnetocrystalline anisotropies as the original cubic materials

are isotropic to the first order due to the high symmetry. An interesting ques-

tion is how such tetragonal distortions can be stabilized. We suspect that light

interstitial atoms such as H, B, C, and N will lead to substantial tetragonal

distortions, as recently investigated in Fe [61] and FeCo [62, 63] alloys. Sys-

tematic calculations have been performed on compounds with the Cu3Au (as

for Mn3Pt) and Heusler (as for Mn2RhPt and Fe2CoGa) structures with light

interstitials, and the results will be reported elsewhere.

4.2.3. Modified magnetic materials from first principles

Another interesting computational high-throughput strategy to find promis-

ing PMs is to try different dopants on known magnetic structures in order to tune

and improve their properties. For instance, the Novamag database provides data

of first principles calculations for the RE-free modified Fe3Sn compound [64].

Among all the Fe-based intermetallic compounds the Fe3Sn phase is the most

attractive, due to the highest concentration of Fe and therefore high magnetic

moment. However, as it has been shown experimentally, the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy of this compound is planar [65], while the uniaxial anisotropy is a

requirement for a good PM. We have studied the influence of dopants on the

magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Fe3Sn (see Fig. 11 a). On the Sn sublattice

we considered 25 at.% of impurities, such as M = Si, P, Ga, Ge, As, Se, In, Sb,

Te, Pb, and Bi. On the Fe sublattice Mn was added as a structure stabilizer.

The high temperature phase of Fe3Sn has a hexagonal crystal structure with

space group P63/mmc (#194). The 1×1×2 supercell of Fe3Sn comprising of 12

Fe and 4 Sn atoms, one of which was substituted by a dopant (see Fig. 11 b) was
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Figure 10: High-throughput calculation of the first anisotropy constant K1 as a function

of magnetization for stable binary and ternary magnetic materials. The blue squares mark

the known experimental compounds, and the green circles denote three promising candidates

(Mn3Pt, Mn2RhPt, and Fe2CoGa) identified as permanent magnets.

considered. In the case of doping with Mn, 6 or 4 Fe atoms were substituted.

Structures were relaxed using VASP [54, 55, 56] within the projector augmented

wave (PAW) method [66]. The electronic exchange and correlation effects were

treated by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew, Burke,

and Ernzerhof (PBE) form [67]. For the calculation of the magnetic properties

the full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) method implemented

in the Relativistic Spin Polarized toolkit (RSPt code) [68, 69] was used. We

performed integration over the Brillouin zone, using the tetrahedron method

with Blöchl’s correction [70]. The k-point convergence of the MAE for the

chosen supercell size was found when increasing the Monkhorst-Pack mesh [71]

to 24× 24× 24 used in all calculations.

The calculated MAEs were plotted as a function of the number of valence
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Figure 11: MAE and crystal structure of the FeyMn3−ySnxM1−x system, y=1.5, 2, and 3;

x= 0.5, 0.75, and 1. a) The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) calculated from

first principles as a function of the number of valence electrons, N, per formula unit. b) The

1 × 1 × 2 Fe3Sn hexagonal cell with one impurity atom on the tin sublattice. Fe atoms are

shown with brown spheres, Sn atoms with grey and M (M = Si, P, Ga, Ge, As, Se, In, Sb, Te,

Pb and Bi) impurity atom is shown with the blue sphere. Violet spheres represent the Mn

atoms on the Fe sublattice.

electrons per formula unit for doping atoms on the Sn and Fe sublattices, see

Fig. 11. Positive numbers correspond to the uniaxial MAE. The addition of

certain elements, such as Sb, As, and Te allowed one to change MAE from planar

to uniaxial, however the absolute value was rather small. The maximal uniaxial

MAE found (for As and Sb dopants), is obtained for Group VA elements of the

periodic table.

Calculated MAE of system with increased Sb content, i.e. Fe3Sn0.5Sb0.5

with 28.5 valence electrons per formula unit, was found to be close to the value

for Fe3Sn0.75Te0.25 with the same number of valence electrons (see opaque circle

in Fig.11). Therefore, for this system the MAE depends more on the number

of valence electrons rather than on the dopant. It was shown experimentally

[64] that the Fe3Sn0.5Sb0.5 system is unstable unless doped with Mn. How-

ever, adding Mn to Fe3Sn0.75Sb0.25 system changes anisotropy back to planar.
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Though the increase of Mn content leads to the increase of absolute value of

MAE.

4.3. Exchange integrals and Curie temperature

Another important intrinsic property of magnetic materials is the exchange

energy, which is typically described by the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian,

Eex = −1

2

∑
i,j

Jijsi · sj , (3)

where Jij are the exchange parameters and si is the unit vector along the mag-

netic moment of atom i-th. The factor 1/2 takes care of the double counting

in the summation. This is the convention adopted in the database, but note

there are many works and codes where Eq. 3 is defined without the factor

1/2, so in these cases the Jij parameters are 2 times smaller than those from

Eq. 3. A warning message is displayed in the database’s field ”exchange info”

when a different convention is used in order to avoid any misunderstanding.

From Jij one can determine the magnetic order (ferromagnet, antiferromagnet,

etc), roughly estimate the TC using mean-field approximation (MFA) or random

phase approximation (RPA), and build atomistic spin dynamics (ASD) models

[72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] to calculate the temperature dependence of magnetic

properties (magnetization, domain wall width, exchange stiffness, etc).

4.3.1. Rare-Earth-free compounds

First principles calculations of Jij have been calculated and uploaded to the

database for some promising Rare-Earth free PMs such as MnAl τ -phase [78]

or L10 FeNi. For instance, Fig. 12a shows the estimated exchange integrals

of L10 FeNi as a function of the interatomic distance using frozen magnon

calculations implemented in FLEUR code [73, 79, 80]. Note FLEUR code follows

the definition given by Eq. 3 that includes factor 1/2. We employed the spin

spiral formalism with 1960 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ),

plane-wave cut-off of kmax= 4.1 a.u.−1 and 463 q-points in the IBZ. We see

that Fe-Fe intralayer exchange interaction is stronger than interlayer one. We
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also observe that Fe-Ni and Ni-Ni exchange interactions are quite weak, in

fact only first nearest neighbour interaction might play a relevant role in the

spin dynamics. The Curie temperature given by ASD simulations using these

exchange parameters is TC=800 K, which is in good agreement with experiment

[81] (see Fig. 12b). The details of this ASD model and calculation’s settings can

be found in the database. Note a better agreement of magnetization in the all

temperature range can be achieved by rescaling the temperature in the classical

ASD simulations [82] or including quantum effects [83, 84]. Additionally, the

database contains data about exchange stiffness and domain wall width given by

ASD models, which can be useful for micromagnetics simulations (see Section

4.4.2) within a multiscale modelling approach [85].

Figure 12: (a) Estimated exchange integrals of L10 FeNi as a function of the interatomic

distance. Inset shows a diagram of the Fe-Fe exchange parameters up to the sixth nearest

neighbour (labelled by Ji i=1,...,6). (b) Total magnetization versus temperature of L10 FeNi

with no external magnetic field (red line) and external magnetic field µ0H=5T (green line),

obtained by ASD simulations. Blue circles correspond to experimental data of magnetization

with external magnetic field µ0H=5T reported in Ref. [81].

4.3.2. Rare-Earth-lean 1:12 compounds

Exchange parameters for the known SmFe10V2 system, as well as for the

newly stabilized SmFe11V [86] were obtained using Lichtenstein’s method [87,

88], as implemented in FP-LMTO code RSPt [89]. Note code RSPt defines Eq.

3 without factor 1/2, so the following results are based on the convention used

in this code. The electronic exchange and correlation effects were treated by the
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generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzer-

hof (PBE) form [67]. The k-point mesh equal to 18 × 18 × 24 was used in all

calculations. In Fig. 13 the calculated Jijs are shown for pairs of atoms ij with

i fixed to V, Fe, and Sm, and all corresponding js at distances Rij from the first

coordination shell up to 0.6 of the lattice constant. As one may see from Fig.

13, the strongest exchange interactions are between Fe atoms that fall off with

the distance and are close to zero starting at a distance of approximately 0.35 of

the lattice constant. They are positive, i.e. favor the ferromagnetic alignment

of magnetic moments on the Fe atoms, and therefore play a dominating role in

the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition and define to a large degree the

transition temperature (TC). The behavior of the Fe-Fe interactions is qualita-

tively rather similar in both SmFe10V2 and SmFe11V compounds, although the

highest values differ by up to 50 % being larger for SmFe11V. It is also notice-

able that all the V-V as well as all the types of interactions involving Sm are

rather weak. The Fe-V interaction at the first coordination shells is, however,

relatively large, though around factor 2 weaker than the strongest Fe-Fe inter-

actions in SmFe10V2. In both cases they favor the antiferromagnetic alignment

of magnetic moments on the Fe and V atoms. In SmFe10V2, where there are

the Fe-V pairs in the first coordination shell, the antiferromagnetic exchange

interaction between Fe and V is strong. However, it is well counteracted by the

strong Fe-Fe interactions. In the MFA, the TC can be obtained as follows (not

including factor 1/2 in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian):

TMFA
C =

2J0
3kB

. (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Here TC is proportional to the on-site

exchange parameter J0 where J0 = ΣiJ0i, i.e. the sum over all coordination

shells. TCs are rather similar in both compounds and well above the room

temperature. Note that we only took into account Fe interactions for TC and

possible contributions from Sm 4f are not included in the approximation since

4f are treated as spin-polarized core.
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Figure 13: Inter-site exchange parameters Jij between atoms i and j separated by the distance

Rij of SmFe10V2 (a) and SmFe11V (b) compounds. The Jijs are shown for all Rijs involving

i=V, Fe, and Sm (shown by large black, small filled blue, and medium red circles, respectively).

a stands for the lattice constant. In the inset the mean-field estimation of TC is given; x stands

for the V content, i.e. 2 in SmFe10V2 and 1 in SmFe11V.

4.4. Extrinsic magnetic properties

4.4.1. Stoner-Wohlfarth model

Once the saturation magnetization (MS) and magnetocrystalline anisotropy

constants (K1 and K2) are calculated, it is possible to roughly estimate hys-

teresis loop properties as coercivity, remanence and maximum energy product

by means of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model in the limit of coherent rotation [5]

E

V
= K1 sin2 θ +K2 sin4 θ +

µ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

S sin2 θ − µ0MSH cos θ, (5)

where E is the energy, V is the volume of the material, θ is the angle between

magnetization and the easy axis (along z-axis), µ0 is the vacuum permeability,

D is demagnetization factor (which can be a value between 0 and 1) and H is

the external magnetic field applied along the easy axis. The first two terms de-

scribe the magnetocrystalline energy (discussed in Section 4.2), the third term is
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the shape anisotropy created by the demagnetizing field of the magnet and the

last term is the Zeeman energy. In this model the remanence equals to satura-

tion magnetization (perfectly rectangular hysteresis loop). Here, we define the

anisotropy field as the minimum field needed to overcome the magnetocrytalline

energy barrier (to reverse magnetization in the absence of shape anisotropy)

HK =
2(K1 +K2)

µ0MS
, (6)

Note that there are other possible definitions [5]. Including the shape anisotropy,

the minimum field to reverse the magnetization is the coercivity

HC =
2(K1 +K2)

µ0MS
+

1

2
(1− 3D)M2

S . (7)

This model describes well nano-size magnetic materials. Taking into account

nucleation processes, one arrives to Brown relation

HC ≥
2K1

µ0MS
−DMS . (8)

The value of coercivity corresponding to uniform magnetization reversal by

coherent rotation; generally, it is much lower than the anisotropy field, at

best about 25% of HK . On the other hand, the energy product reads [6]

(BH) = µ0D(1−D)M2
S , which is maximum for D = 1/2, that is,

(BH)max =
1

4
µ0M

2
S . (9)

Note this value can only be reached ifHC > MS/2 (hardness parameter κ > 1/2)

[6]. The database is being updated with values of magnetic extrinsic properties

(remanence, coercivity and maximum energy product) given by the Stoner-

Wohlfarth model (see Fig. 14) for structures with easy axis, obtained in the

high-throughput calculation of MAE (Section 4.2.1).

4.4.2. Micromagnetics

In real magnets, to approach theoretical maximum energy product and co-

ercivity it is essential to have an optimized microstructure. The intergranular

structure between the grains plays a significant role determining the magnetic
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Figure 14: (a) (top) Perfectly rectangular M(H) loop and (bottom) B(H) loop for obtaining

maximum energy product. (b) High-throughput calculation of theoretical maximum energy

product (BH)max and maximum coercivity (HC,max = HK) given by the Stoner-Wohlfarth

model for the Fe-based binaries showed in Fig. 9 (with κ > 1/2).

properties, especially if the grain diameter is in the nanometer scale. Hard mag-

netic phases may be distorted locally near grain boundaries (GBs), because of

the different lattice constant of the grain boundary phase. The distorted lattice

may give rise to locally different intrinsic magnetic properties. Moreover, surface

defects located at GB are sources of strong local demagnetizing fields, which act

as nucleation centres. On the other hand, defects close to the GB can pin do-

main walls during the magnetization’s reversal process. Nucleation and pinning

mechanisms strongly affect extrinsic properties of hard magnetic phases, as the

coercivity [7]. Additionally, intergranular phases modify the exchange coupling

behavior between the hard magnetic grains. For instance, nonmagnetic phases

eliminate the direct exchange interaction between the hard magnetic grains.

Typically, it leads to an increase of the coercive field.

Novamag database contains theoretical results of extrinsic properties cal-

culated with micromagnetic simulations considering optimized microstructures,

constructed with the open-source 3D polycrystal generator tool Neper [90], for

some of the magnets studied in Novamag project as Fe3Sn0.75Sb0.25, L10 FeNi,
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Figure 15: (Left) Magnets structure with 3 nm thin grain boundary phase. (Mid) For both

materials demagnetization curves M over Hext (Right) the corresponding B over H curve.

MnAl τ -phase, etc [91]. In Fig. 15 we present demagnetization curves of such

MnAl and L10 FeNi magnets highlighting the influence of different grain bound-

ary magnetizations. As green solid line we show the results of MS,gb = 0.52·MS

and in blue dotted MS,gb = 0.04·MS where MS is the main phase’s saturation

magnetization. The structure used for simulating the magnets consists of 20

equi-axed grains with an average grain size of 46 nm separated by a 3 nm thin

layer denoted as the GB phase. With increased magnetization inside the GB

phase the coercivity drops by 22% and 16% for MnAl and L10 FeNi respectively.

In Fig. 15 on the right hand side we show the desheared BH loop using a shape

factor of 1/3. Computed energy density products for L10 FeNi range from 230

kJ/m3 to 300 kJ/m3 whereas for MnAl ranges from 80 kJ/m3 to 100 kJ/m3 for

high and low saturation magnetization inside the GB, respectively.

4.5. Synthesis and characterization of hard magnetic phase alloys

The comptutational high-throughput techniques described in previous sec-

tions can only approximately estimate the final properties and perfomance of a
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Sample Space Group a(Å) b(Å) c(Å)

Fe3Sn #194, P63/mmc 5.4621(5) 5.4621(5) 4.3490(6)

Fe2.25Mn0.75Sn0.75Sb0.25 #194, P63/mmc 5.4858(7) 5.4858(7) 4.3721(6)

Fe2.5Mn0.5Sn0.75Sb0.25 #194, P63/mmc 5.5551(1) 5.5551(1) 4.4398(1)

Fe2Mn1Sn0.75Sb0.25 #194, P63/mmc 5.5000(4) 5.5000(4) 4.3829(6)

Fe1.5Mn1.5Sn0.75Sb0.25 #194, P63/mmc 5.5338(1) 5.5338(1) 4.4270(2)

Fe1.5Mn1.5Sn0.9Sb0.1 #194, P63/mmc 5.5545(3) 5.5545(3) 4.4453(4)

Table 2: Lattice parameters of the Fe3−xMnxSn1−ySby alloys, obtained by Rietveld refine-

ments of the X-Ray Diffraction patterns.

real bulk PM. On the other hand, there are also several high-throughput exper-

imental screening techniques as reactive crucible [92] or thin film combinatorial

synthesis [93]. However, they allow for a limited number of characterizations

and are not representatives of the material in bulk, i.e. of the magnet. There-

fore, whether the goal is the manufacture of a magnet, it is necessary to give

the processing recipes of the material in bulk for a possible upscaling at an

industrial level.

In order to provide this kind of valuable information, the database is be-

ing extended with experimental results obtained in Novamag project, such as

synthesis routes and the structural and magnetic characterization for CRM-

free Fe3Sn, FeNi and MnAl alloys [94], or the RE-lean ThMn12-type tetragonal

structure magnetic materials. For instance, Table 2 shows the lattice parame-

ters obtained by Rietveld refinements of the X-Ray Diffraction patterns for a set

of Fe3−xMnxSn1−ySby alloys synthesized by solid-state reaction in the attempt

to tune Fe3Sn alloys [64, 95], while Fig. 16 shows a statistical summary of the

anisotropy field and MS obtained in different alloys [96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. We

see that the alloys can be classified by their magnetic properties. As it is well

known, the intrinsic properties of the magnetic alloys suitable for magnets must

have high anisotropy field and high MS (dark grey lined zone) as SmFe11V,

SmFe11Mo or SmFe9Co2Ti. Other alloys, which have high MS , can be further

processed in order to increase their anisotropy (light grey zone), as it is the case
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of Fe3Sn.

Figure 16: Measured values of anisotropy field and saturation magnetization for some exper-

imental magnetic samples included in the Novamag database.

5. Possible strategies to exploit promising theoretical novel phases in

the Novamag database

MGI has created a new scenario with many theoretical phases that could

be very appealing for different technological applications. However, one of the

main challenges in MGI is to find experimental routes to synthesize most promis-

ing theoretical materials given by computational high-throughput approaches.

From a theoretical point of view, determining the stability of a predicted phase

is a hard task that requires an accurate calculation of the full phase diagram at

finite temperature (free energy) [101, 102]. In this section, inspired by isostruc-

tural tie-lines [103, 104], we discuss about some general strategies to design ex-

perimental procedures for exploring most promising theoretical materials found

in the Novamag database, fully based on their crystallographic data, by doping
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known stable phases. The main idea is to think about the predicted phases by

AGA in a more flexible manner, it means, as a hint or trend. Hence, making a

magnet with some crystal and atomic similarities to these structures might be

enough to get a good PM. Bearing this in mind, let’s consider a given unknown

Fe-based binary FexMy generated by AGA that fulfills all necessary criteria

for being a high-performance PM. First step is to search in literature (Hand-

book of crystallographic data or databases like Materials Project) for a known

experimental stable binary phase that contains M element but no Fe (no Fe-

based binary) A’x′My′ or contains Fe but no M (Fe-based) Fex′A”y′ with the

same crystallographic prototype structure as the theoretical FexMy and also

similar stoichiometry. Next, these known stable phases (A’x′My′ or Fex′A”y′)

are used as starting point to explore either the ternary line (A’1−zFez)x′My′ or

Fex′(A”1−zMz)y′ , that is, doping with Fe or M, respectively. In this way, it is

possible to experimentally explore and approach the neighborhood of promising

theoretical phase FexMy, where the compounds in this region with the same

crystal structure might have similar properties as FexMy. Additionally, since

this procedure is based on the same prototype structure as FexMy it could also

trigger the formation of this phase locally during the synthesis. Note that the

route using a no Fe-based starting point might be more challenging since one

needs to dope the ternary with high content of Fe in order to make it ferro-

magnetic, especially if A is not Co or Ni. Fig. 17 shows a diagram explaining

the above described strategy. Alternately, the selection of optimal substrates

for epitaxial growth of these novel theoretical phases could be a way to stabilize

them too [105].

The above described strategy can be reversed. For instance, let’s consider

well-known phase Fe3Sn (P63/mmc, space group 194) that exhibits an easy

plane MAE. As indicated in Section 4.2.3, in this system it is necesseary to

find a way to switch MAE from easy plane to easy axis in order to make it

suitable for PM applications. To this end, we can use the search advanced tool

of Novamag database[51] with the following filters: (i) space group=194, (ii)

negative formation enthalpy ∆HF < 0, (iii) µ0MS > 1T, (iv) K1 >1 MJ/m3,
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Figure 17: Proposed general strategy to experimentally explore the crystal phase space neigh-

borhood of promising theoretical Fe-based binaries found in the database.

(v) binary alloy, and (vi) Fe content equal to 75 at.%. Doing so, it found two

promising phases Fe3A with A=Ta,Ti that fulfill these requirements. Hence,

it suggests to explore the ternary line Fe3Sn1−xAx. A preliminary theoretical

analysis using DFT calculations, following the steps described in Section 4.2.1,

with software VASP [54, 55, 56] (PAW method [66] and GGA-PBE exchange-

correlation type [67]) for 1x1x2 supercells (16 atoms) of Fe3Sn1−xAx (A=Ti,Ta)

shows that replacing 50% of Sn by Ti or Ta in the Fe3Sn phase might be enough

to switch MAE from easy plane to easy axis, see Fig. 18. Obviously, a more

detailed analysis of the stability and MAE of these systems are required in order

to clarify the role of these dopants on the Fe3Sn phase, see Section 4.2.3 [64].

Finally, concerning the cubic phases in which a tetragonal distortion can

induce a large MAE (see Section 4.2.2), we think that adding light interstitial

atoms such as H, B, C, and N in these compounds might be a likely way to

achieve it in practice [61, 62, 63].
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Figure 18: Strategy to make use of Novamag database for tuning Fe3Sn phase.

6. Conclusions

In summary, based on the philosophy and standards of MGI, we have devel-

oped a comprehensive open database of magnetic material parameters that is

being updated with many significant theoretical and experimental results from

Novamag project. In the design process, efforts have been made to use free soft-

ware, standard vocabulary and metadata files that might facilitate interoper-

ability with other existing databases. Additionally, its FOSS license maximizes

openness and minimizes barriers to software use, dissemination, and follow-on

innovation.

Users worldwide can access to crystallographic and magnetic information

of many theoretical structures calculated by DFT combined with an AGA.

Presently, it is also being updated with the results of a high-throughput cal-

culation of MAE for a large set of uniaxial magnetic structures predicted with

AGA, as well as for tetragonally distorted cubic phases and tuned known mag-

netic materials. In order to illustrate these methods, we have reported some

interesting phases with high MAE and MS , such as FeAl, Fe16B2 and Fe4Hf2,

tetragonally distorted Mn3Pt and Mn2RhPt, and doped Fe3Sn.

Examples of available multiscale theoretical and experimental data about

other relevant magnetic properties (exchange integrals, TC , anisotropy field,

coercivity, maximum energy product, etc.) were also shown, which can be help-

ful for the design of new promising high-performance RE-free/lean PMs. Aiming
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to link the computational high-throughput results to experiment, we presented

some possible strategies to exploit most promising theoretical materials found

in the database. Further results from the consortium of Novamag project are

expected to be uploaded into the database in the near future, as well as possible

new features and improvements.
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